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Sistemi a molti corpi e fenomeni di coerenza quantistica

In  meccanica quantistica grande interesse rivestono i fenomeni di 
coerenza, intesa come moto correlato di molte particelle

coerenza su scala macroscopica 

BEC ( tutte le particelle occupano lo stesso stato di singola 
particella, T—>0): CONDENSATO

coerenza su scala mesoscopica ~ 100nm (rigidità quantistica): 

superconduttori (assenza di resistenza elettrica)

superfluidi (assenza di viscosità)
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Elettroni confinati in dimensionalità ridotta
Fabbricazione in laboratorio di dispositivi a stato solido che realizzano 
hamiltoniane semplici:

 elettroni confinati in 2 dimensioni (2D-egas): piano elettronico

 Si-MOSFET, pozzi quantistici - GaAs

 Fermioni con massa nulla (grafene)

piani accoppiati 

 e-e  gli elettroni dei 2 piani si  respingono

 e-h  gli elettroni in un piano attraggono le buche nell’altro —> 
condensazione eccitonica e superfluidità!

Lo studio di teorico accurato di questi sistemi richiede simulazioni 
quantistiche! 
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Spatially separated electrons and holes ~  forty-five  years

Feasibility of superfluidity of paired spatially separated 
electrons and holes; a new superconductivity mechanism 

Yu. E. Lozovik and V. I. Yudson 
Spectrsoscopy Institute, USSR Academy of Sciences 
(Submitted October 22, 1975) 
Pis'ma Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 22, No. 11, 55&-559 (5 December 1975) 

Systems with dielectric pairing of spatially separated electrons and holes are considered. Superfluid motion 
of the charges, corresponding to undamped electric currents, is possible in such systems. The role of 
interband transitions is discussed. 

PACS numbers: 67.20.Cp, 67.70.+n 

As shown inc11 , the transitions between bands Of paired 
quasiparticles, which were hitherto unaccounted for by 
the theory of the "excitonic dielectric," c2-sJ lift the de-
generacy of the state of the system with respect to the 
phase of the order parameter 6.(p), and by disturbing 
the coherence make it impossible for an electron-hole 
liquid to be superfluid. In this article we discuss sys-
tems in which dielectric pairing is produced between 
spatially separated electrons and holes, so that the tran-
sitions between the bands of the paired quasiparticles 
are tunneling processes and can be negligibly weak. 
The pairing interaction not connected with tunneling re-
mains appreciable and causes the system to go over to 
the superfluid state of an excitonic dielectric. The 
superfluid motion of "Cooper" pairs of spatially-sepa-

274 JETP Lett., Vol. 22, No. 11, 5 December 1975 

rated electrons and holes corresponds to undamped cur-
rents flowing through different regions of the system in 
opposite directions (see the figure). 

L We consider two0 thin (d l) superconducting films 
separated by a dielectric layer of thickness D (see the 
figure), in one of which (A) there are2> excess electrons, 
and in the other (B) holes (d is the film thickness, l is 
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measured using lock-in voltage detection and small ac
currents. An isolation transformer combines the ac current
through the 2DEG with the required dc voltage VIL of the
entire electron layer.

Once the 2DEG and 2DHG are established the density of
carriers in each layer is proportional to its respective gate
voltage, allowing for independently tunable densities of the
2DEG (n) and the 2DHG (p). The densities were obtained
using standard four-terminal longitudinal or Hall resist-
ance at T ! 0:3 K. At high density, the mobilities ex-
ceeded 1" 106 cm2=Vs and 4" 105 cm2=Vs for the
electrons and holes, respectively. From the density depen-
dence of the mobility, intralayer scattering is dominated by
background ionized impurities [14,23].

With n ! p, Coulomb drag measurements were taken
by sending a current through the drive layer while mea-
suring the voltage induced in the drag layer. A semiclas-
sical Boltzmann calculation of the Coulomb drag resistiv-
ity (!DRAG) for Fermi systems, assuming high density and

large layer spacing [17], reduces to !drag ! "T2=#np$3=2d4
where " ! @##3$#4$%"0$2kB2=128$e6. Here @ is Planck’s
constant, ##3$ % 1:202 is the Riemann zeta function, % is
the dielectric constant of GaAs, "0 is the permittivity of
free space, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the tempera-
ture, and d is the center to center distance between the

GaAs wells in the drive and drag layers. The results for
sample A where the electrons and holes are spaced by
48 nm are shown in Fig. 1(c). For the drag measurements
reported here, use IDRIVE ! 50 nA at 3 Hz in the electron
layer. As usual for drag measurements, we verified the
same drag signal was observed for a range of ac frequen-
cies, varying drive currents in the electron layer, and differ-
ent Ohmic contact configurations. Because of the large
contact and sheet resistance of the hole layer, Joule heating
at low temperature prevented interchange of the drag and
drive layer at low temperature; for T > 1 K, interchange of
the drag and drive layers resulted in the same drag resis-
tivity. Using the Shubnikov–de Haas minima in the elec-
tron layer, we directly measured the heating caused by
driving current in the hole layer.
As expected for Coulomb scattering in Fermi systems,

the drag is approximately proportional to T2 and lower
densities result in larger !DRAG. The red lines in Fig. 1(c)
are T2 best fits to !DRAG over the range from T ! 0:3 to
10 K. Quantitatively, the prefactor " is a factor of 7 to 10
larger than the approximate expression for drag noted
above. Such an enhancement has been observed for hole-
hole bilayer [24–26] and electron-hole bilayers [10], and
can be understood in part by deviations from the large layer
spacing and high density limit where the T2 approximation
is valid. More detailed scattering calculations including
realistic modelling of the actual device structure are in
good quantitative agreement with the data [23]. The quali-
tative agreement of the drag resistivity in sample Awith the
scattering theory for drag indicates widely spaced layers
behave as independent Fermi-liquid systems down to a
temperature of T ! 0:3 K.
The most significant result reported here is found when

Coulomb drag is measured in devices where the electrons
and holes are closer together. In Fig. 2, the drag resistance
for all three devices is shown for fixed densities of n !
p ! 8" 1010 cm&2. A T2 best fit line for data taken on
sample A is shown with a thick black line. Multiplying the
thick line best fit for sample A by #48 nm=38 nm$4 yields
the thin black line. The good agreement between the lines
in Fig. 2 and the data above 0.5 K indicates the 2D
electrons and holes behave as Fermi liquids, but below
0.5 K in sample B and sample C a significant deviation
develops. At a critical temperature (Tu) the drag reaches a
minimum, and for lower temperatures there is a pro-
nounced upturn of the drag where !DRAG increases with
decreasing temperature. Measuring !DRAG over different
regions of the Hall bar, or with reversed source and drain
contacts for the current, yields the same results shown in
Fig. 2. The !DRAG at T ! 0:3 K in sample C was also
measured as a function of perpendicular magnetic field,
without any dramatic change in the magnitude of the
effect. The upturn does not exhibit a maximum value at
balanced densities n ! p and for unbalanced densities the
temperature dependence continues to exhibit an upturn
even when the densities differ by up to 30%.

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Formation of excitons occurs as
pairing of electron and hole in opposite layers. (b) Schematic
cross section of the uEHBL sample: the layers from the top to
bottom are the top gate, Al0:3Ga0:7As 2DEG, Al0:9Ga0:1As bar-
rier (black), 2DHG, Al0:3Ga0:7As, SiN insulator, and back gate.
(c) Drag resistivity for sample A at matched electron and hole
densities of 6" 1010 cm&2 (black, circles), 8" 1010 cm&2

(green, triangles), and 1:0" 1011 cm&2 (cyan, diamonds) is
typical for Fermi systems. The red lines are T2 best fits.

PRL 102, 026804 (2009) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

16 JANUARY 2009

026804-2

Coupled e-h Quantum Wells (CQW) ~ 30 years

Strong Coulomb Pairing!
Indirect excitons

have the same (the opposite) sign. This is the expected sign
relation in a momentum coupling drag picture [18,19], and
we adopt the convention of referring to this as positive
drag in all four quadrants. We note that all drag responses
reported are similar when we switch the drive and drag
layers, satisfying the expected Onsager relation.
At T ! 300 K, the isolevel of Rdrag suggests a functional

dependence of Rdrag ! f"nT # nB$, as opposed to the
expected form of f"nT ! nB$ [10,11]. This is consistent
with the drag response reported for double MLG [6],
suggesting a similar origin for the unconventional, but to
date unknown, density dependence. The inset of Fig. 1(b)
shows the drag response along the matched density con-
dition, nT ! %nB. Rdrag initially diverges with decreasing
density, but it then diminishes to zero near the charge
neutrality point (CNP). When the Fermi energy in each
BLG layer is tuned to its respective CNP [referred to as

the double neutrality point (DNP)] the drag response drops
to zero within our measurement resolution.
Figure 2(a) shows a plot of the drag resistance for

the same measurement configuration, but acquired at
T ! 120 K. At this temperature the drag unexpectedly
inverts sign in all four quadrants. The inversion regime
remains symmetric withRdrag positive (negative) when both
layers contain carriers with the same (the opposite) sign.
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FIG. 1. Coulomb drag. (a) Schematic of a double bilayer
graphene device and local Coulomb drag measurement.
(Left inset) Optical image of a double bilayer graphene device.
(Right inset) Cross section of the bilayer graphene-hBN hetero-
structure. (b) Rdrag as a function of nT and nB at 300 K from the
local drag measurement. The solid curves are isolevels. (Inset)
The behavior of Rdrag at 300 K along match density lines,
nT ! nB (e-e) and nT ! !nB (e-h).
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FIG. 2. Negative drag. (a) Rdrag as a function of top and bottom
layer density, nT and nB, respectively, at 120 K. (b) Rdrag along
the matched density line, nT ! %nB. (c) Drive layer resistivity
along the same density line. The approximate charge puddle
regime, defined by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the resistivity peak, is shown as the grey shaded area. (Left inset)
The temperature dependence of Rdrag at select densities along the
nT ! !nB. (Right inset) Rdrag under the equal density condition,
nT ! !nB, at varying temperatures. The yellow solid line
marks the FWHM of the drive layer resistivity peak at varying
temperatures.

PRL 117, 046802 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S week ending
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Coupled e-h Graphene Bilayers (CGB) ~ 5 years

U. Sivan et al, PRL 68, 1196 (1992)
Seamons et al, APL 90, 052103 (2007);  PRL  102, 026804 (2009)                                                                 
Croxall et al, PRL 101, 246801 (2008)

J. I. A. Li et al, PRL 117, 046802 (2016) 
K. Lee et al, PRL 117, 046803 (2016) 
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Condensato eccitonico per elettroni con spin e pseudospin (DMC)

Portatori (elettroni e buche)  che posseggono anche  un grado di 
libertà di valle descrivibile come uno pseudospin (l’autovalore 
corrispondente al grado di libertà di valle ha 2 valori). 

Studio degli effetti della degenerazione di valle sul diagramma di fase
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Tesine e tesi

tirocinio e tesina triennale coordinati: approcci di campo medio 

tirocinio e tesi magistrali:  approcci di campo medio e simulazioni 
quantistiche (Diffusion Monte Carlo)
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Insegnamenti impartiti
Triennale in Fisica (I semestre, III anno)

Fisica Statistica

Magistrale in Fisica (II semestre, I anno)

Fisica della materia condensata II

Nanostrutture (con Erik Vesselli)   


